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No October Meeting

Because the meeting would fall on Halloween
and because we would have had difficulty
changing the date, there is no regular meeting
scheduled for October.  Our November meeting
will be AFTER Thanksgiving on November 28, so
please save the date.  Elections which were to
take place at the October meeting are
postponed to the November meeting, and
anyone wishing to serve on the Board has an
extra month to step forward.  Nominations in
writing must be received by October 31.

Sneak peek: Upcoming Programs

Program director Joyce Davis has outdone
herself (which is saying something) with the
line-up of meeting speakers for the next few
months.  Shawna Karrash with equine clicker
training, corrective shoeing with Robert Holt,
and a presentation on Pony Club for adult riders
(yes, it’s not just for kids anymore), are among
the programs scheduled.  There will be more
information in subsequent newsletters and
emails, so be sure to stay tuned.

“The horse knows how to be a horse if we will leave

him alone...but the riders don’t know how to ride.

What we should be doing is creating riders and that

takes care of the horse immediately.”

--Charles de Kunffy, renowned jumping and dressage

instructor

Cerrillos Fiesta Report
Joyce Davis

The 4th annual Cerrillos Fiesta Donkey Races
(sponsored this year by Rio Grande Mule and
Donkey Association) were enjoyed by a record

number of spectators and participants.  Two
new “races” added variety: a Youth Race
sponsored by RGMDA with special medallion
prizes donated by Jerry Badura and the Mystery
Race sponsored by San Marcos Cafe and Feed
Store.  In addition, a special race for miniature
donkeys sponsored by the Black Bird Saloon
started off the competition. The Casa Grande
Trading Post sponsored the In-hand Race (the
race with the most participants) once again won
by Marshmellow with Jerry Badura on the lead
rope. The Riding Race, sponsored by Cerrillos 

A young competitor at the races.         Credit: Piar Marks
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Station, was all-out; won by Allen Olson and Pancho. 

A special note of appreciation goes out to the
marshals who helped with organization and crowd
control and the Donkey Ambassadors who helped
introduce the joys of donkey ownership to
spectators.  Shane Weigand and his two donkeys in
full pack gear (including magnificent elk rack)
highlighted the Grand Parade.  The youngest racer
was 6 year-old Patricio who raced Luna (Leanne
DeVane’s sweet jenny) in the Youth Race and the
oldest was most likely Joyce Davis who captured 4th
in the Riding race with Carlotta.
  

All participants and Marshals and Ambassadors received  T-shirts decorated with an original print of
donkeys in Cerrillos thanks to sponsors Jeannie Connolly and Liz Delfs.  More than 20 vendors showed
their wares and John Irick of Mustang Camp once again brought three donkeys for adoption (one
mother and foal and another jenny).  All three went to the same family!   Thanks, John and adopters
Maggie and Bill.  Special, special thanks to Piar Marks who captured it all with her wonderful photos.

Members' Mini-Clinic: Introduction to Ranch Riding
with Terry Berg   NNMHA Arena
Saturday, October 13 starts 9:30 am

Everyone should have gotten the reminder email last week, but there are just a couple spots left to
participate if you call Joyce immediately.  Do come out to audit Saturday morning–this should be a
good one.

$50 for members to participate; $10 audit fee. Please contact Joyce Davis to register
carlotta_burra101@icloud.com, 505-490-5390.

Photo credit: Piar Marks

Remember, you may contact any

Board member with questions or

comments about activities.  Board

meetings are held on the second

Wednesday of each month,

usually at the NNMHA office. 

Members are welcome to attend;

please contact a Board member

to confirm the time and place.

2018 Officers and Board
President              David Marks    david.marks.sf@gmail.com  505-466-0306

Vice-President      Lisa Gordon  lisagordonsculptures@gmail.com 505-660-8014 

Treasurer              Helen Newton     sfcolores@sprynet.com  505-470-1396

Secretary               Joyce Davis   carlotta_burra101@icloud.com  505-490-5390

At-large                 Julie Belt     juliabelt@gmail.com  850-621-6811

Adjunct/Committees

Grounds manager      Open

Ridge Riders      Julie Belt     juliabelt@gmail.com  850-621-6811

Programs/speakers    Joyce Davis   carlotta_burra101@icloud.com  505-490-5390

Newsletter/Membership    Karen Denison    redmule@kdtt.net  505-469-2698

Facebook  page manager     Open

Website manager     Betsy Walker    betwalk@cybermesa.com     505-466-1643

Website    http:\\www.NNMHA.net 

http://www.NNMHA.net
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Special Members' Museum Tour
Saturday, October 27th, 

approximately 10:00 am - noon
Karen Denison

I’ve been there, and I’m of the opinion that Jim Gordon of
Glorieta owns the finest museum of early Western American
frontier artifacts I’ve ever seen.  This is the lifetime
collection of a man fascinated with the West from the
Spanish Colonial period through the 1880's and unique in my
experience, he wishes to share it personally with not only
other collectors or curators but with the general public by
invitation.  There are lots of firearms, including many of the
Hudson Bay variety of trade stock, but also textiles, saddle goods, instruments (such as the type of
compass used during the Lewis and Clark expedition), and other extraordinary examples of earlier
times.  And completely unlike any other museum I’ve visited, Mr. Gordon wants you to closely examine
or even hold many of the items to better understand and appreciate their characteristics.

It seems unlikely that this museum will remain as it is when Mr. Gordon is no longer himself managing
it–these artifacts are undoubtably destined for museums or collections of the more usual sort.  We are
privileged that members may accept Mr. Gordon’s invitation to visit later this month; don’t miss out
on your opportunity.

Although he hasn’t asked for payment, NNMHA is asking $10 per person all of which will be donated to
Mr. Gordon toward the upkeep of the historic building which houses the museum.  And because of the
very limited parking, we will be car-pooling, so we can’t accommodate late-comers/early departure.
Please contact Julie Belt promptly for getting in on this unusual tour.  juliabelt@gmail.com
850-621-6811

Ridge Riders : Rowe Mesa, Sunday Oct. 21

The next club ride will be on rolling mesa top among pinons
and Ponderosas.  We’ll ride a wide, pretty easy loop (walking
ride) which will take us past a number of interesting features
including some petroglyphs.  The summer monsoons were
very good to the mesa and the grasses and flowers grew
well.  This particular ride had been scheduled for June when
SFNF closed, but is nice enough to work back onto the
calendar.  It is open to all members of the Northern New
Mexico Horsemen's Association, but registration is required.
Dogs will not be allowed.  Sign up by contacting Julie Belt at
juliabelt@gmail.com. The ride will be limited to 12 riders.
 

Expeditionary compass circa 1804

mailto:juliabelt@gmail.com
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Rudy Lara, Jr. September Clinic Report
Karen Denison

Have you ever heard of a garrocha?  It’s a hand-held wooden pole, 12-15 feet long, carried by a
mounted rider.  In the vaquero riding tradition, the garrocha’s historic roots are in working cattle where
it served as prod, a sorting tool, or to stave off bulls.  In modern use, it serves as a training tool just as
obstacles in an arena do.

Along with six other pairs, my mule and I were
participants in a two-day riding clinic taught by Rudy
Lara, Jr. of Taos at the end of September, hosted by
David and Piar Marks at their ranch.  [Ed. Note: this
was not a club-sponsored clinic.]  The clinic was billed
as a Western Dressage clinic and there was a good
blend of foundation riding (asking for bend,
collection, pivots or lateral movement), “new”
Western Dressage (for instance, a set pattern or
“test” which was ridden on the second day), and that
vaquero fillip of using a garrocha.

The first day was spent becoming more fluid with
individual maneuvers like pivots on forehand and
hindquarters; smooth, appropriate bends; asking for
the horse/mule to shift balance to hindquarters while standing or moving (collection); and becoming
acquainted with the garrocha.  One thing which was abundantly clear from the beginning was that in
order to even hold the garrocha, one’s riding control needed to be from the seat and legs rather than
the reins.  As we learned in the course of the weekend, this is really the core principle of the
Californio/vaquero tradition: ride from the seat and legs, not the hands.  (Of course, this idea is not
exclusive to vaquero-style riding, but it seems more requisite.)  There were some bobbles as riders and
animals experimented with new cues and maneuvers, but Rudy was careful that each one of us received
individual instruction as needed.  By the end of day, most of us were able to walk or jog nicer circles
than before by utilizing the length of the garrocha as a compass, and have our animals neatly change
direction by pivoting underneath our poles.

The second day began with a presentation to all the participants and auditors by Thomas Garcia of Taos
Tack who came down with a truck-full of examples of the gear normally associated with the vaquero
riding and training tradition.  He described not only the history of the tradition, but the slow,
incremental training progression and the tack used at each stage: the bosals, bosalitos, mecate and
romal reins, as well as the typical bits used with the completely-trained “bridle horse”, the sought-after
epitome of training.  He explained that this training process takes years, often ten or more, and that
there are no tricks or short-cuts.  A good trainer may get results a bit more quickly by being consistent
and avoiding errors, but the pace of training is set by the horse’s acceptance.  “The horse will tell you”
was repeated more than once.

With all that in mind, we students returned to the arena and reviewed the previous day’s lesson, then
proceeded to attempting a bit more lateral work: leg yields and half-passes.  We’d worked on that some

Joyce Davis acquaints M.P. with the garrocha 

Photo: Piar Marks
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the prior day, with (finally!) a clear explanation of
the difference between the two (it’s the direction of
bend).  But my mule has a tendency to over-bend
and/or drag the hind end behind and I’d struggled on
Saturday–as usual–when doing those exercises
against the fence.  Where English dressage riders
might employ a long whip to tap the hindquarters to
keep up, we learned how to use the garrocha to keep
our critters straighter both behind and in front of our
saddles while leg yielding.  After lunch, we practiced
putting all our individual maneuvers together in
performing one-at-a-time a smooth rendition of a
Western Dressage test, attempting to flow from one
p r e c i s e

circle or straight line to another at various gaits.  The final
exercise was an opportunity to show off our handling of the
garrocha in a free-style program.  Rudy put on a fine
demonstration with his somewhat green horse at all gaits,
circling and spiraling.  My mule was thoroughly weary of the
entire proceeding so along with a couple others, we bowed
out but the remainder of students accounted themselves
well.

This was an excellent clinic for those already having
fundamental riding skills and animals already going
reasonably well in riding patterns.  I thank everyone
involved, including Rudy and the Marks’, for putting on such
a fine clinic!

Classifieds
Do you have something equine-related to sell? Short classified ads may be placed by any member in
good standing. Please send an email to Karen Denison,  redmule@kdtt.net

FOR SALE  

I’m selling my 13 yr old Mare, Jazzy Boston Miss.
Poco Bueno and Alexander Hand bloodline.
Needs to go to an experienced rider.  14.3 hands,
loads  & trail rides.  Call Warner Johnson,
505-470-5134 asking $2,500.00

 

Kathy Olshefsky works with Jolene as Rudy Lara coaches.   

Photo: Piar Marks

David Marks turns a circle

mailto:redmule@kdtt.net
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TERRY BERG, TRAINER
Lessons, training and show coaching. Specialty: Ranch Riding, Reining and Ranch Trail.
sfcolores@sprynet.com 505-473-4147

LYNN CLIFFORD
The Ride of Your Life Horsemanship Instruction & The Inner Equestrian Life Coaching/Counseling
Santa Fe, NM and by arrangement
www.lynnclifford.com
505-231-5353

THE TRINITY RANCH- Santa Fe’s Premier Horse Facility: Boarding, Training, Lessons. Indoor arena, 150
x 300 jump course, 20 x 60m dressage court.  Absolutely beautiful facility, exceptional staff, positive
atmosphere.
https://www.santafehorse.com/

NORTHSIDE BOARDING AVAILABLE:
Ride out on miles of trails, 5 minutes from NM599/La Tierra Rd., reasonable rates and relaxed
atmosphere. Prices from $300-375 for pens 12' x 60' and larger.  Arena, round pen, 3 tack rooms,
wash rack and trailer parking. Horses fed grass mix or alfalfa twice daily. Owners provide extras, we
feed. Owner lives on premises.  Contact Carolyn, Centaurus Ranch, 474-0821.

http://www.lynnclifford.com
https://www.santafehorse.com/

